OVERVIEW OF MODULE 3 TITLES
Below you will see the Titles, Topic Links and outline descriptions for Drama Literacy Module 3.
CONTENT - In this Module there is a Progression for most stages from Modules 1 and 2. The activities in
Module 3 tend to be more challenging for the teachers and students particularly in the Upper Primary stages
with Pass The Story Technique and using our demonstrations as a Template for the students’ own ideas.
Whole class activities in the lower stages require a bit more organisation for teachers although if you have
been using previous Modules then this should be very achievable now.
We have new Games Videos and a section on fun, classroom games that support teaching spelling.
Also included is Little Red, a Training Video for teachers of Early Years. We are looking at Piloting an inclusion
of P1 in response to teacher requests.
In Module 3 there are more topic based lessons for most stages and we have included our early interactive
videos Deadeye and The Spirits of Stokelake House in the P5 and P6/P7 sections. The documentation for
these is different in format and we look forward to your comments on this and on the videos themselves.
***IMPORTANT Please note that you can choose do a video lesson from a younger stage than the one you
currently teach.
Remember always to allow students time to SHARE their written work - this is the key ingredient of Literacy
success.
If teachers need any help tweaking the content to match student ability levels please do drop us an email we are very happy to help.
If you have no experience as yet of the format we do advise you to start with Modules 1 and 2.
You can get started anytime and we’d love to have you as part of and informing on the original build of this
new, dynamic resource. Get in touch if your school would like to participate.
Any questions for us, just ask.
Julie and Louise info@thedramastudio.com

In Module 3 we continue with whole class activities, paired improvisations and small group scenes and begin to extend
into specific Drama techniques such as Telephone Technique and use of suspense to enhance the “theatre” of a scene.
The students will also be using their written work WITHIN the Drama story at times - writing notes for example.
Details and ordering of events within the scenes is also something at this stage that we would be drawing attention to.
As always we strongly advise that any written work is shared and talked about reinforcing positivity towards writing at
this young age.

Lesson Titles
Bugs and Butterflies

Topic Links
Gardens

The first of two lessons
about life in an overgrown
garden that becomes
disturbed when the new
house owners begin to
tidy it up.

Insects

Key Drama Skills
Whole Class Mime and
Movement

Literacy
Writing notes that to use in the next
lesson

Listening, Watching & Recall
Paired and Small Group
Improvisations
Characterisation

Bugs and Butterflies 2

Note Writing
Improvisation &
Characterisation

When the humans decide
to throw a garden party,
the bugs are on the move.

Using Writing Within A Scene

Reading the written notes within a
scene

Listening & Recall
Telephone Technique
Repetition
Suspense

Saving Smudge

People Who help Us

Listening & Watching

When Smudge the cat is
stuck up a tree, young
Nicky is very worried and
Auntie Jean calls the Fire
Brigade.

Pets

Paired Improvisation & Mime

Saving Smudge 2
Nicky can wait no longer
for the Fire Officers and
falls when attempting to
climb the tree to save
Smudge.

As Above

Drawing pictures from the story and
writing descriptions

Characterisation
Telephone Technique

Mime

Writing Thank You letters

Listening & Watching
Paired Improvisation
Characterisation

The Magic Paint
Pot
When a Toymaker takes
on a very large order for
toys things go wrong with
painting them. It is up to
the Apprentices to sort it
out with a bit of magical
help!

Toys

Watching/Listening

Colour

Whole Class Mime Game
Paired Improvisation

Recalling colour descriptions and
presenting them as drawing and writing

In Module 3 we continue with whole class activities and in small group scenes we demonstrate doubling up a
part.
Use of voice and engaging an audience is highlighted and characterisation is a key element in most of the
lessons.
Decision making and problem solving are embedded within the lessons and also a look at behaviours and how
we can reflect on behaviour that is not acceptable.
There is a variety of Literacy tasks - invitations, alphabetical order, letters, maps, written descriptions,
scrapbooks and diaries. Other writing activities are mentioned in the documentation.
Lesson Titles
Mr and Mrs Pig’s Night
Out
It’s the Farmyard Disco
and Mr & Mrs are invited
but who will babysit the
piglets?
Only Mrs Wolf is available!

Topic Links
Farms

Key Drama Skills
Listening & Watching

Animals

Paired Improvisation &
Mime
Characterisation
Telephone Technique

Literacy
Writing invitations

.

Use of Voice
Writing an Invitation

Mr and Mrs Pig’s Night
Out 2

As Above

Listening & Watching

Writing Thank You letters

Whole Class and Group
Improvisation

With the parent pigs gone,
it’s time for Mrs Pig’s
evening snack but will it
go as planned?

Characterisation
Problem Solving

Treasure Box

Pirates

A looming storm at sea
The Sea
prompts some pirates to
bury their treasure box on
a desert island for
safekeeping.

Whole Class Mime and
Movement

Making and Using Maps

Listening, Watching
Storytelling-Engaging An
Audience
Small Group Improvisations
Characterisation

Treasure Box 2

As Above

A troop of monkeys
discover the pirate
treasure box and are very
happy to be wearing the
beautiful jewels.

Drawings & Written Descriptions Ordering Events

Mime & Movement
(Changing Speed)
Recalling Detail

Not so happy with the
treasure box now full of
banana skins, are the
pirates however!
Emily and The Frogs

Map Making
Improvisation &
Characterisation

Timing
Decision Making
Springtime

A strong-willed child called Frogs
Emily on a day out with
her aunt to the park helps Reflection On
herself to “pets” from the Behaviours
park pond.

Watching & Listening

Making a scrapbook as the key character

Small Group Improvisation
Characterisation
Freeze End Position
Whole Class Movement

Emily and the Frogs 2
Emily’s new “pets” are not
happy but the emergence

As Above

Making A Scrapbook
Watching & Listening
Small Group Improvisation

Diary entry from key character

of legs is good news and
they can now escape.

Whole Class Mime,
Movement & Improvisation

A return to the pond to try
again proves to be a
lesson for Emily.

Paired Improvisation

In Module 3 we continue with whole class activities, paired and group activities. The students are encouraged to input
more and more of their own ideas.
Students will also be doubling up character parts in a scene and we also look at reading with expression.
A moral story requires the students to think about behaviours and consequences.
We introduce the idea of ritual in The Island lessons to give a cultural presentation within scenes. Visualisation is another
key element of the lessons.
Pam and Bert’s Tours is a duo of light hearted lessons with cliff-hangers and introducing quoting from interviews into
newspaper articles.
Reading out written work is also an element of Module 3.

Lesson Titles
The Boy Who Cried Wolf
Well known story about a
shepherd boy whose

Topic Links
Moral Stories

Key Drama Skills
Listening & Watching

Literacy
Writing our version of this story

Small Group Improvisation

Using speech marks in writing

attention seeking trick
backfires.

Reading Out Written Work

Creating character voices and
expression while reading out work

Use of Voice and Expression
While Reading

Toni Who Cried Not Well

Listening & Watching

Moral Stories

Paired Improvisation

A modern version of the
previous moral story.

Characterisation
Body Language

The Island

The Sea

When a tidal wave hits the Islands
tourist boat,
holidaymakers find
themselves stranded on a
desert island.

We are learning to remember scene
details to enact them for ourselves.
We are learning to work altogether in a
group.
We are learning to write this moral story
or create our own.

Writing A Moral Story
Listening & Visualisation

Building a story together

Building A Story Collectively

Reading group brief for scenes

Group Discussion &
Improvisation

Writing a journal

Exploring An Envisaged Island
Landscape
Reading A Group Brief

The Island 2

As Above

The tourist-survivors meet
with native islanders and
ask for help.

Reporting Back At The
Campfire
Whole Class Improvisation &
Characterisation

Deciding in small groups how the story
will end

Watching & Mirroring

Adding to the journal

Circle Ritual - Rhythmic
Movement
Recalling Detail
Confrontation
Dilemma
Bert and Pam’s Tours of
Scotland
A coach tour to Loch Ness
Takes the passengers to
many Scottish landmarks
and a nice stop at the
tearoom and gift shop.

Scotland, Holiday Tours

Configuration Mime

Loch Ness Monster

Writing Postcards
Whole Group Improvisation
and Cue Lines
Class Tableau

Writing postcards

Bert and Pam’s Tours Nessie
A chance meeting with the
famous “monster” creates
a worry for the parents
but a selfie proves that it’s
all true!

As Above

Watching & Listening

Writing newspaper stories inserting
quotes from interviews

Small Group Improvisation
Cliff-hangers
Interviews

In Module 3 we are looking at new ways to incorporate writing within the drama scenarios.
In The Northern Express we use Pass The Story Technique which involves reading and writing are each stage of the story
building. The students are also encouraged to decide where they will take the story next.
The £10 Note is a moral dilemma which enable the students to think about what is the right thing to do in a given
situation. There is a light humour to the scenarios and Devil/Angel Technique provides a powerful dramatic approach.

The Rainforest stories use mime and movement and sound effects to engage with the landscape described and then
characterisation brings to live the animal characters while the students are learning about raw lifeforms there.
In the second lesson we focus on human activity in the Rainforest, the environmental issues and what we can do to
address the situation.
Deadeye is a substantial topic which can last throughout a term. This is one of our original interactive videos and deviates
from our usual format. Teachers can follow the entire video at their own pace, selecting only some aspects from it if they
wish. There is a detailed timeline and Teacher’s Notes. There are no captions in Deadeye.
In Module 3 deeper levels of focus and thought come into play. We advise teachers to take on a responsive approach to
the ideas and issues that will be raised within the discussions with students, moving the drama and literacy on in a way
that is more student lead.
As always the key Literacy element is that the written tasks be shared with partners or to the class so that the students
know these tasks will be valued and commented on. The act of presenting their writing is a return to the practical drama
activity itself which is where the engagement is most effective.
Lesson Titles

Topic Links

Key Skills

Literacy

The Northern
Express

Railways

Listening & Watching

Writing the next part of the story in pairs

Transport
A journey during the
days of steam trains Travel
opens this lesson.
Moving forward in
Steam Trains
time an abandoned
old train carriage is
discovered and
astonishingly hits the
tracks again!

Improvisation & Movement

Using another pairs’ story to add on to it
in pass the story technique

The £10 Note

Listening & Watching

Deciding on a story ending

Devil/Angel Technique

Drawing a dilemma with speech and
thought bubbles

Moral Dilemma

When a £10 note is
found in the street
there is a moral
dilemma for the
finder.

Characterisation
Pass The Story Technique

Choosing & discussing an activity to
develop the story

Choosing and Agreeing a
Further Activity

Persuasion

Creating an unexpected twist in the tale

Characterisation
Deciding Scene Outcomes
Creating A Twist In The Tale

The RainforestLandscape and
Wildlife
Physical living aspects
of the rainforest, its
structure and the
animals living there.

Rainforests

Discussion
Mime & Movement

Natural Landscapes

Sound Effects
Creating A Rainforest
Landscape
Wild Life Characterisation

Writing a rainforest diary

Improvisation

The Rainforest Human Activity
Human exploitation
of the rainforest

Rainforests

Adding On a Scene Ending
Movement &Mime

Exploitation

Characterisation, Empathy

Conservation

Hot Seating

The lesson outlines
the conflict between
developers and the
rainforest landscape
and animals.
Deadeye

Writing and presenting slogans to help
the rainforest cause

Slogan-scape
Use of Voice

Paired Improvisation

Newspaper report writing

The little town of
Wild West Story
Deadeye was a happy
place – then, things
changed. Not a drop
of rain for 3 months
caused the river to
dry up and the land
was dry as a bone.

Characterisation

Script writing

Meetings

Writing and reading letters

For and Against Arguments

Creating group monster shape filling it
with descriptive words

A meeting is held at
the saloon bar where
old Josephine recalls
her Grandpappy’s
story about the old
disused copper mine
and how a visit to
that mine to take
from it an important
object changed the
luck of Deadeye.
There was, however
mention of a curse
but hey it was only a
story after all!

Paired Scripting

Discussing and writing down what
should happen next

Line Dancing

Creating a story ending.

Narration

Presenting the story of Deadeye as a
written piece - creative writing

Only a story? Well
the townsfolk decide
to visit that mine and
what happened from
that point on turned
out to be mighty
strange!
(16 Over To You
Activities)

Drought

Configuration Mime

Monster Configuration
Decision Making
Discussion
Ending The Story

In Module 3 we take a historical view of Children At Work and into the harsh Victorian conditions using still images into
mime and finally adding speech.
We provide starter lines for speech, embedding reading and focus on building tense scenes in various workplaces.
Hot Seating Technique provides a structured activity to delve into character attitudes and then writing from a character’s
viewpoint.
In Lesson 2 we take one of the scenarios to look at building arguments for change, creating worker demands and use of
persuasion to meet these demands. Written tasks are a part of the scenes to be used in a final written piece.
By popular demand we have included another mystery/crime story. Pot Luck Dinner Party requires that the students read
character briefs to inform their scene content and to contemplate motive as a key element of solving a crime. We explore
the idea of “Confession” as the guilty party reflects on their motive and the students are encouraged to weigh up their
empathy for them.
In Module 3 deeper levels of focus and thought come into play. We advise teachers to take on a responsive approach to
the ideas and issues that will be raised within the discussions with students, moving the drama and literacy on in a way
that is more student lead.
As always the key Literacy element is that the written tasks be shared with partners or to the class so that the students
know these tasks will be valued and commented on. The act of presenting their writing is a return to the practical drama
activity itself which is where the engagement is most effective.

Lesson Titles
Children At Work

Topic Links
Victorians

Key Skills
Listening & Watching

Conditions are harsh for
working children in
Victorian times.

Working Children

Still Images Into Mime

Literacy
Writing as a character and giving the
viewpoint of that character

Close Observation

We look at work place
settings where “accidents”
are frequent and bosses
are not sympathetic.

Characterisation
Use of Starter Lines
Building Dramatic Tension

Children At Work 2

As Above

Mary’s accident sparks
anger in the factory and
when the bosses dismiss
the workers’ demands it’s
down tools and strike
action!

Hot Seating
Listening & Watching
Creating A List Of Workers’
Demands
Whole Class Improvisation

Listing demands
Interviewing and taking notes
Writing up newspaper reports from the
interviews

Characterisation
Interview Technique &
Notetaking

Pot Luck Dinner Party

Mystery Story

A dinner party for Hector
Drinkwater’s 60th birthday
goes very wrong for
Hector but which one of
the guests is responsible?

Pot Luck Dinner Party 2

Character Briefs
Group Discussion &
Improvisation

Reading character briefs to become
these characters
Writing down character motives with a
partner

Building Suspense

As Above

Considering Possible Motives In
Pairs
Group Improvisations

The motives are
investigated and the guilty
party will be discovered.

Taking A Vote

We consider the amount
of empathy that we have
towards a confession.

Group Discussion

Creating /Enacting An Ending

Writing a confession

The Spirits of Stokelake
House
On exploring an
abandoned old house, 3
friends are lured to its
eerie tower where they
meet the spirits of the
house.
They have a tale to tell as
the friends stand listening,
spellbound.
Will they be allowed to
leave or are they now
involved in the story that
has entrapped the spirits
here at Stokelake for all
these years?

Spooky Mystery Story

Scripting

Reading Scripts

Woods Mystery

Thought Tapping

Reading and Following Help Screens

Characters From Past
Times

Writing Chapters

Writing Story Chapters

Reading Chapters In Spooky
Setting

Reading Story Chapters

Mime & Movement
Improvisation
Hot Seating
Creating Scenes
Cliff - hanger
Use of Own Ideas
Story Endings and Enacting

Over the course of this year we are adding in content specific for Primary 7.
The Primary 5-7 Content of Module 3 has is very suitable for Primary 7.

Writing Story Endings

